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BASICS OF SPECTRUM POLICY FOR THE WIRELESS ENGINEER
MICHAEL J. MARCUS

T

his article starts a new feature in
IEEE Wireless Communications
dealing with radio spectrum policies issues that are important to
researchers and developers in the wireless area. Such policy issues are critical
to many wireless innovations because
radio spectrum is highly regulated
around the world. Most new applications of radio technology require regulatory approval, often involving many
years. Even many marginal evolutions
of radio technology need regulatory
action. By contrast, innovations in computer technology almost never require
consideration of regulatory policies.
As editor of this column, I will be
writing articles on a regular basis. However, I welcome suggestions for topics
of interest and contributions from other
subscribers. It is the goal of all the editors to make these columns generally
informative and have them present multiple sides of the issues involved. Finally, preference will be give to spectrum
policy issues that affect multiple countries.
This first column will review the
basics of spectrum policy and why it is
important to wireless engineers. Radio
spectrum is a common resource, and its
use, whether intentional or unintentional, affects multiple parties at distances
that depend on parameters such as frequency and power. In the early days of
radio, frequencies were in the low
megahertz range, and it became clear

The sinking of the Titanic,
along with the view that more
effective radio communications
could have either prevented it or
decreased the death toll,
accelerated the trend to
international spectrum regulation.
that multinational cooperation was
needed. International regulation began
with the Berlin Convention of 1906 [1].
The sinking of the Titanic in 1912,
along with the view that more effective
radio communications could have either
prevented it or decreased the death
toll, accelerated the trend to international spectrum regulation.
International regulation of spectrum
now rests with the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), a
specialized agency of the United
Nations based in Geneva, Switzerland.
The ITU now has 189 members, including all UN member countries except
East Timor, Palau, St. Kitts and Nevis.
plus the Holy See. (It is interesting to
note that the ITU, compared to its
postal counterpart, the Universal Postal
Union, is nine years older and has one
more member state. This shows that
telecommunications was recognized
early as a key international area and
continues to be.)
The ITU’s voting members are
nations, although private firms and

National allocations

International allocations from ITU
radio regulations

Table of frequency allocations
Region 1 table
10-10.45
FIXED
MOBILE
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
5.479
10.45-10.5
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Amateur-satellite

International table
Region 2 table
10-10.45
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

5.479 5.480

standards groups can join and participate as nonvoting members. In the wireless area, the ITU adopts and
periodically updates a document known
as the Radio Regulations. Formally, the
Radio Regulations are a treaty and
binding among the signatory countries
that have ratified it.
Traditionally the ITU Radio Regulations are often viewed as an umbrella
document that binds individual countries with respect to their spectrum allocations. Indeed, many countries take
this view, and their national allocation
tables are subsets of the allocations in
the Radio Regulations. However, this is
not required by treaty as ITU Radio
Regulation 4.4 states:
Administrations of the Member
States shall not assign to a station any
frequency in derogation of either the
Table of Frequency Allocations in this
Chapter or the other provisions of
these Regulations, except on the
express condition that such a station,
when using such a frequency assignment, shall not cause harmful interference to, and shall not claim protection
from harmful interference caused by, a
station operating in accordance with
the provisions of the Constitution, the
Convention and these Regulations.
(Emphasis added)
In other words, countries may deviate from the Radio Regulations if they
do not cause interference to licensed
stations in other ITU members. Varia-

10-14.2 GHz (SHF)
Region 3 table
10-10.45
FIXED
MOBILE
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
5.479

5.481

United States Table
Federal table
Non-federal table
10-10.45
10-10.45
RADIOLOCATION G32
Radiolocation
Amateur

5.479 US58 US108
10.45-10.5
RADIOLOCATION G32

5.479 US58 US108 NG42
10.45-10.5
Radiolocation
Amateur
Amateur-satellite

US58 US108

US58 US108 NG42 NG134

Page 45
FCC rule part(s)

Private land mobile (90)
Amateur (97)

■ Figure 1. Excerpt from the U.S./FCC National Allocation Table.
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tion from the Radio Regulation norm is
easier in island nations and countries
with low population density in neighboring countries near its borders, and
in frequencies above UHF where propagation is not as long distance as at
lower frequencies, although special
attention is needed in all satellite uplink
bands where international interference
concerns are more difficult. Of course,
general compliance with the details of
international allocations and other nonbinding ITU Recommendations facilitates worldwide commerce in wireless
technology and enables worldwide
interoperable systems such as third-generation (3G) cellular and mobile satellite systems.
Countries may also deviate from the
Radio Regulation norm if they reach
direct agreements with the affected
countries. Thus, the United States has a
variety of specialized agreements with
Canada and Mexico, its direct neighbors, that govern radio system use on
either side of the border and take
precedent over the Radio Regulations.
In Europe there is a strong regional
regulatory forum, the 45-member European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations,
known by its acronym in French, CEPT.
CEPT decisions have not been legally
binding on European countries but have
resulted in generally common standards
throughout Europe. The CEPT’s European Radiocommunications Committee
seeks to standardize the frequency allocations throughout Europe by 2008.
National radio allocations are
presently determined by each country
and are usually published as allocation
tables in a format based on the Radio
Regulations. Figure 1 illustrates this in
an excerpt from the Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC’s) U.S.
table. Similar tables from some other
countries are available on the Internet
as listed in Table 1.
The left three columns give the ITU
Radio Regulation allocations for the
ITU’s three regions, basically Europe/
Africa/Northern Asia (Region 1), the
Americas (Region 2), and Southern
Asia/South Pacific (Region 3). For virtually all other countries besides the
United States there would only be one
column for national allocations. However, U.S. law establishes a bifurcated
regulatory scheme for radio regulation
with the FCC regulating all private sector, state, and local government use and
the President (in practice delegated to
the Department of Commerce’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration/NTIA) regulating

ITU Radio Regulations

http://www.itu.int/publications/folderdetails.aspx?lang
=en&folder=R-REG-RR-2004 (purchase only 252 CHF)

Australia

http://www.acma.gov.au/acmainterwr/radcomm/
frequency_planning/spectrum_plan/arsp05.pdf

Bosnia and Herzegovina

http://www.cra.ba/en/freq-mgmt/?cid=61

Canada

http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/epic/internet/insmt-gst.nsf/vwapj/
cane2005-e.pdf/$FILE/cane2005-e.pdf

France

http://www.anfr.fr/index.php?cat=tnrbf&
(Table is only for sale. Site is in French.)

Japan

http://www.tele.soumu.go.jp/e/search/share/plan.htm

United Kingdom

http://www.ofcom.org.uk/radiocomms/isu/ukfat/#content

United States

FCC: http://www.fcc.gov/oet/spectrum/table/fcctable.pdf
NTIA: http://www.ntia.doc.gov/osmhome/redbook/4b.pdf

■ Table 1. Internet sources of ITU and some national allocation tables

A radio system must meet both
frequency allocation regulations,
dealing with what band it is in
and whether it is primary or not,
and national regulations with
respect to power, modulation,
frequency stability, types of
allowed users, and nature of use.
all use by the federal government. The
pros and cons of this bifurcation are
complicated and controversial. But the
U.S. bifurcation has existed for more
than 70 years with only minor change
and is likely to remain. Thus, the fourth
column shows use for federal government users subject to regulation by
NTIA and the fifth column shows us by
other users subject to FCC regulation.
(The FCC table includes a sixth column
on what part of the FCC Rules governs
each band, but this data is informational only and is not complete.)
In frequency allocation tables it is
traditional to follow the ITU format so
that radio service given in all capital
letters is considered “primary.” These
have protection from other radio services that are “secondary” and indicated in capitals and lowercase letters. The
numbers at the bottom of many blocks,
such as “5.479” and “US108” refer to
footnotes to the table, which can have a
major impact in changing the nature of
an allocation or its relationship to other

users of the same band. Thus, these
footnotes must be studied carefully to
determine what is actually meant. The
purely numeric footnotes are from the
Radio Regulations, while those that
begin with letters are national in nature.
(In the U.S. case, “US” signifies a footnote that applies to both FCC and
NTIA, “G” signifies a footnote that
applies only to NTIA, and “NG” signifies a footnote applying only to FCC.)
A radio system must meet both frequency allocation regulations, dealing
with what band it is in and whether it is
primary or not, and national regulations
with respect to power, modulation, frequency stability, types of allowed users,
and nature of use. Licensed radio systems furthermore cannot be used until
a license is issued, which may range in
complexity from trivial to extremely
complex.
All these factors combined may be a
disincentive for capital formation in
radio technology vis-à-vis other modern
technologies that are not as highly regulated. But for those of us who are fascinated by the potential of radio
technology to create new products and
serve our societies, these are issues that
have to be included in the experts’ toolbox to be considered in designing and
planning systems. For indeed, they are
just as real as Maxwell’s Equations.
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